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Greek event benefits Childress Five Points shuttles
to run 2 routes
from campus

‘Not so Thirsty Thursday’
features free concert
Paula Novacki

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Proving to be much more than
just a Sevent y-Si x and Su n ny
concert, more than 1,500 students
came out to USC’s “Not so Thirsty
Thursday” event yesterday evening.
In efforts to promote a safer
Five Points environment, the USC
sorority and fraternity community
chose to come together to create
this event dedicated to the speedy
recovery of Martha Childress, the
first-year business student who was
left paralyzed after being shot in
Five Points on Oct. 13.
“We put this all together in less
than a week,” said Megan Early, a
fourth-year accounting student and
vice president of Sorority Council.

Pastides ‘guardedly optimistic’
about bar district’s safety
Sarah Ellis

SELLIS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Jeremy Marshall Harkness / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Seventy-Six and Sunny performed a free concert at the “Not so Thirsty
Thursday” event in support of injured student Martha Childress.
“We came up with the idea right
before fall break, and thanks to
the cooperation of the university
and help of the administrators, we

were able to pull this together really
quickly.”
BENEFIT • A3

Leah Grubb / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Cocktails, Carolina Gentlemen and Cockapella performed a seasonal a capella concert Thursday night.

Aca-toberfest rocks courtyard
A capella groups perform pop
favorites at outdoor concert
Sarah Martin

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Blankets were spread out, marshmallows were
beginning to melt in steaming cups of hot cocoa and
the Swearingen Engineering Center courtyard was full
of aca-goodness.
USC’s three a capella groups — The Cocktails,
The Carolina Gentlemen and Cockappella — came

together for the “Aca-toberfest” fall concert Thursday
night. The groups performed selections by artists from
Rihanna to Mumford and Sons for a packed house.
Logan Smith, a first-year mechanical engineering
student, said he came to the performance because he
was a part of an a capella group in high school.
“I’ve been in one of these before, so I can really
appreciate what they do,” Smith said.
The Cocktails took the stage first, dressed in
matching plaid shirts, scarves and boots. As they
CONCERT • A3

Police seek driver who hit house, fled
Man sought after crash
that sparked blaze
Thad Moore

TMOORE@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

INSIDE

The S.C. Highway Patrol has
issued warrants for the arrest of
a driver who fled police; crashed
into a house near USC’s campus,
sparking a blaze; and ran from the
scene on foot.
La nce Cpl. Dav id Jones, a
Highway Patrol spokesman, said
James Johntava Eberhart, 28, is
wanted for failure to stop for blue
lights and a second offense of
driving without a license.
Columbia police are handling

an investigation of the crash,
wh ic h c au sed a f i re at 16 01
Rice St., across from DiPrato’s
Delicatessen. It was not
immediately clear Thursday if
the department had also issued
warrants.
Eberhart’s last known address
i s on V i l l a s C ou r t i n We s t
Columbia, Jones said. Richland
County court records show he
has faced charges in the past,
including at tempted mu rder,
armed robbery, domestic violence,
trespassing and larceny.
The d r iver stopped at a
check point in Oly mpia when
troopers realized he didn’t have a
driver’s license.

B1

The man drove away and led
an officer on a short chase until a
supervisor called it off at 3:42 p.m.
Three minutes later, police
found the car, but no driver. It
had crashed into a house, setting
a blaze that caused an estimated
$72,000 of damage.
No injuries have been reported
as a result of t he w reck, and
neither of the house’s residents
was home at the time, Columbia
Fi re Depa r t ment spokesma n
Brick Lewis said. The Red Cross
offered assistance, but the two are
staying with family in the area.

Free shut t les w ill r u n along t wo routes
between campus and Five Points this weekend.
From 9:30 p.m. to 3:30 a.m. Friday and
Saturday, shuttles will pick up and drop off
students on campus at the Dodie A nderson
Academic Enrichment Center on Hey ward
Street, Blatt P.E. Center, Capstone House,
Russell House and Greek Village. In Five
Points, the shuttles will pick up and drop off at
the fountain.
The new safety measure comes in response
to criticism of lengthy waits for the university’s
free cab service after fi rst-year business student
Martha Childress was hit by a stray bullet while
waiting for a cab near the Five Points fountain
earlier this month. The free cabs will continue
to operate this weekend, according to Ryan
Bailey, student body vice president.
In an email to st udents Thursday, USC
President Harris Pastides said a safe solution in
Five Points will only come through “continued
planning and cooperation” in the community.
“While I am guardedly optimistic about the
prospects for a safe and enjoyable weekend,
the security issues that exist in Five Points
after midnight cannot be fi xed in two weeks,”
Pastides wrote.
He added that the cit y plans to increase
the “security infrastructure” in the popular
nightlife district, and “USC will do also do
its part by installing additional call boxes and
improved lighting on selected routes between
Five Points and campus.”
Student Government began a process last
year of gathering funds to install five or six new
emergency call boxes for a “Safety Pathway
to Five Points” along Blossom, Greene and
College streets.
That’s still a plan, Bailey said, but the process
has slowed down and is now only focusing on
Greene Street. SG is still looking for money
for the boxes.
Bailey said the shooting has not served as a
“catalyst” to move the Safety Pathway project
forward faster.
“We are always going to be in a constant
state of looking for ways to make campus safer
for all of our students,” Bailey said.
DG

Salsarita’s debuts
CarolinaCard
After years of unfulfi lled promises
by Student Government candidates,
the CarolinaCard will make its offcampus debut today.
S a l s a r it a’s Fr e s h C a nt i n a o n
Gervais Street today becomes the
first off-campus business to accept
Carolina Cash as payment.
Businesses that will follow by early
November are:
— CVS (900 Assembly St.)
— Palmetto Pig (530 Devine St.)
— Bi-Lo (300 Knox Abbott Dr.)
— Marble Slab Creamer y (1001
Gervais St.)
— Tr ipp’s Fi ne Clea ner s (830
Harden St.)
— Harper’s (700 Harden St.)
— Papa John’s (delivery)
— Domino’s Pizza (delivery)
— Compiled by Sarah Ellis, Assistant
News Editor
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South Carolina travels
to No. 5
Missouri this
weekend in
pivotal SEC
East battle.

Earth-friendly designs
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Runway show.

Editorial Board:
Bringing back
Five Points
shuttles is a good
start, and Carolina
Cab should grow.
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Police identify 140 gang
members for eviction

USC student sought in
WVU car-flipping

At least 140 gang members could be targeted
for evict ion from as many as six Columbia
neighborhoods and Five Points, The State
reported.
Columbia police have identif ied the pool
of gang members, which is a key early step to
cracking down on gang violence through civil
gang injunctions, which Mayor Steve Benjamin
has proposed.
T h e i nj u n c t io n s w o u ld b e e s s e nt i a l l y
restraining orders to protect defi ned areas from
potential gang violence.
If City Council adopts the injunction policy,
Benjamin will ask the city for money to hire
more attorneys and more gang investigators,
according to The State.
The city is also considering whether to use
nuisance laws to declare some locations — such
as bars that have become gang hangouts — offlimits to gang members.
— Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor

The West Virginia University Police Department
has issued a warrant for the arrest of an 18-year-old
USC student, according to Maj. Robert Levelle, the
department’s spokesman.
William Schwab, a first-year political science student,
is being sought by WVU police after a silver Volkswagen
was f lipped on its side after the Mountaineers beat
Oklahoma State on Sept. 28. Schwab will be charged with
felony destruction of property and could face 10 years in
prison, a $2,500 fine or both.
Shortly before midnight Sept. 28, several people were
seen fl ipping the car in a campus parking lot. Multiple
videos of the incident were taken and posted on the
Internet.
USC’s Division of Law Enforcement and Safety
interviewed Schwab after he was identified by an
anonymous tipster. Schwab told police he had been at a
party until it was busted around 11:30 p.m., after which he
saw Kevin Wheeler, an 18-year-old WVU student with
whom he was staying and who has been charged. Police
say Schwab admitted to watching the car being flipped.
— Amanda Coyne, News Editor

Bush contributes $5,000
to Graham campaign
Of the nearly $1.2 million raised by U.S.
Sen. Lindsey Graham, R-S.C., between July
and September, $5,000 came from former U.S.
President George W. Bush, The State reported.
“I am extremely grateful and honored to have
President George W. Bush’s support. With
every passing day, Americans appreciate more
and more President Bush’s clarity on the War
on Terror and his strong support of the private
sector,” Graham said in a statement. “President
and Mrs. Bush are tremendously respected
and admired by South Carolina Republicans.
South Carolina is — and always will be — Bush
Country.”
With nearly $7 million on hand for campaign
spending, Graham is quickly outpacing his three
announced challengers for June’s GOP primary.
The three combined have less than $500,000 to
spend, according to The State.
— Sarah Ellis, Assistant News Editor

Forum talks upcoming advisement changes
Sarah Martin

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Undergraduate advisers from USC’s
Columbia and satellite campuses came
together Thursday to discuss changes
to the advising system that officials say
will streamline the process and benefit
students.
Loren Knapp, faculty chair of the
University Advisors Network, reviewed
the success of the SARS software, which
allows students from all colleges and
degree programs to schedule advisement
appointments online.
Knapp said the SARS pilot program
has been successful so far in the colleges
of Public Health and Pharmacy and
the Office of Fellowships and Scholar
Programs, and that a SARS Super User,
or “SARS czar,” has been hired.
Helen Doerpinghaus, vice provost and

dean of undergraduate studies, said the
SARS system was an answer to student
complaints.
“Students have said some colleges
or major programs have really easy
online sign-ups to see advisers. But some
colleges are behind the times, and you
have to wait until they put up a sign-up
sheet on the door,” Doerpinghaus said.
“Regardless of what you major in, you
should be able to get online and sign up
for an advisement appointment.”
Doerpinghaus also said SARS makes
reports available for advisers to see which
students haven’t signed up for a senior
check or advisement yet, and they can
send out reminders to those students so
they don’t miss those appointments.
OneCarolina
A a r o n M a r t e r e r, u n i v e r s it y
registrar, spoke about the progress
of the OneCarolina project, which is
overhauling the university’s finance,
payroll and human resources programs.
He said one of his remaining goals is to

get all of its glitches and problems fixed
by the end of this semester.
Another new program expected to be
available to students and advisers within
the next year is Degree Works, which is
planned to go live in January 2014.
It will allow students to plan out their
curriculum requirements by major and
see potential changes to graduation
dates if they add or drop additional
coursework. Degree Works also has a
semester planner that has students and
advisers working together to form a
graduation plan.
Marterer says he is excited about the
reporting tools of Degree Works, which
will allow the university to track student
progress by different groupings.
“We can look at all students and see
where they are, or look at the entire
freshman class and see where they are,”
Marterer said.
Other changes
Marterer also spoke about changes
to the advisement appointment system.
Now called “register time tickets,” those
appointments will be staggered every day

and depend on a student’s total earned
hours, not including hours they are
currently earning. Students confused
about the process can watch tutorials at
http://sc.edu/sschelp/.
Transfer evaluation improvements
have also been made, w it h bet ter
collaborations between the registrar and
admissions counselors. Marterer said
about 90 percent of transfer credits will
correspond to equivalent courses.
“That’s due to a tremendous effort on
everyone’s part,” Marterer said.
T he for u m a l so d i sc u s sed t he
feasibility of electronic advisement forms,
which would speed up the advisement
process. An example brought up was an
electronic application that would allow
students to apply for graduation online.
Doerpinghaus said she is committed to
making the entire advisement experience
better with these improvements.
“I think students have a lot to say
about advising, and it really makes a
difference in terms of graduating on
time,” she said.
DG
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NIGHT
HT @ TTHEE NICK
PIZZA % NIGHT NIGH
TUESDAY 10/29 WEDNESDAY 10/30
OUR 2ND PERCENT
NIGHT WITH MELLOW
MUSHROOM IS GOING TO
BE OCTOBER 29TH FROM
4-10 PM. MAKE SURE TO
MENTION WUSC WHEN
YOU ORDER YOUR
DELICIOUS SLICES.

THE NICKELODEON THEATRE
WILL BE SCREENING SXSW
AWARD-WINNING
DOCUMENTARY, A BAND
CALLED DEATH. FILMMAKER
JEFF HOWLETT WILL HOLD A
Q&A AFTERWARDS. SHOW
STARTS AT 9 PM. TICKETS $10

TO DONATE CALL 803.576.9872 OR VISIT WUSC.SC.EDU

Amanda Geiger never saw the drunk driver.
Friends Don’t Let Friends Drive Drunk.

Photo by Michael Mazzeo

Degree Works advisement tool
to go into effect in January
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CONCERT • Cont. from A1
a r ra nged t hemselves
on the stairs to begin
s i n g i n g “ Wa g o n
W heel,” the audience
applauded and cheered,
“Yeah ladies!” As the
song reached its climax,
students began clapping
along and keeping the
beat with the singers.
The Cocktails then
sang “Stand by Me” by
Ben E. King, “I Need
You r Love” by El l ie
Goulding and “Natural
Wo m a n” b y A r e t h a
Franklin, with different
soloists taking over each
song.
Lisa Grant, a member
of t he g roup, t hen
t ha n ked t he crowd
f or c o m i n g out a nd
supporting the a capella
groups of USC. She also
encouraged students to
at tend t he upcoming
Jingle Jam A Capella
Fest on Dec. 4, which
will feature the group
“Committeed,” known
for winning NBC’s “The
Sing-Off.”
The Carolina

Gent lemen, formally
known as SoundCheck,
then took the stage to
a chorus of cheers and
applause. Performing
“Little Lion Man” by
Mumford and Sons with
soloist John Bureau, the
men enter t a i ned t he
audience with well-timed
movements and snaps.
The Gent lemen
t he n b e g a n s i n g i n g
the opening chords to
Rihanna’s “Stay,” when
point the audience began
screaming for soloist
Casey Berr y to enter
the spotlight. As Berry
star ted to sing, t hey
snapped pictures on their
cell phones and recorded
his solo.
The a capella men
performed renditions of
“Afternoon Delight” by
Starland Vocal Band and
“Undisclosed Desires”
by Muse. Finishing their
set with “We Are Never
Ever G et t i ng Back
Toget her” by Taylor
Swift, Bureau changed
the lyrics of the song to
say, “And you would hide

BENEFIT • Continued from A1
Initially planned as a free concert
by local pop/rock band Sevent ySi x and Su n ny, “Not so Thirst y
Thursday” succeeded in a full evening
of entertainment. From a tent set up
with a photo booth, cotton candy and
snow cones, to performances by USC
a capella groups and guest speakers,
students were entertained throughout
the whole night.
There were tables set up w it h
cards to sign for Childress, as well as
donation stations and a bake sale. All
proceeds from food sales will go to a
fund set up for Childress’s recovery.
“We wanted to plan an event that
people wanted to attend. It’s a good
way to gather everyone in one place,”
Early said.
At one break in the show, five of
Childress’s closest friends got up to
speak in front of the crowd. From
childhood friends to sorority sisters,
they all shared how Childress has made

away and find your peace
of mind / with some a
c ap el la g roup t h at ’s
much cooler than mine,”
to huge applause.
The co-ed Cockapella
group was the last to
perform, with energetic
r e nd it io n s of s o n g s
including “Bills, Bills,
Bills” by Destiny’s Child
a nd “ T h is L ove” by
Maroon 5. The group
succeeded in getting the
audience to laugh and
interacting with them as
they sang.
St ef a n ie Brow n , a
fourth-year advertising
student and member of
The Cocktails, said she
loved being a part of
Aca-toberfest.
“I love bringing all
t he g roup s toget her
for concerts, because
we all bring something
different to the table,
and it’s great to be able
to showcase that,” Brown
said.
Leah Grubb contributed
reporting.
DG

an impact in their lives.
“She’s a strong and amazing person,”
said third-year accounting student
Mari Letki. Letki is Childress’s big
sister in Zeta Tau Alpha.
Early said, “I hope people learn from
this that students really do have power
and that anyone from any chapter can
come together to make a difference.”
In addition to the event, Pinch,
a popular Five Points bar, will be
donating 10 percent of its proceeds
Friday night to help install more
emergency call boxes in the Five
Points area in order to create a safer
environment downtown.
“I was so excited to see the Carolina
community come together like this,”
said third-year education student
and Zeta Tau Alpha president Rachel
Patton. “It was so cool to see so many
different people from so many different
organizations come together and
support Martha.”
DG

celebrate you,
say boo to the flu
WASH your hands
COVER your cough
STAY HOME if you’re sick
GET the vaccine
Visit http://www.sa.sc.edu/shs/ﬂu/
Visi
for more information

In support of Healthy Carolina
Improving student success through healthy living

Students shag on ‘Shoe

Flu vaccine available to students for $10
Thomson Student Health Center
M-F 8am-5pm
Bring your Carolina Card!
Cash,
Ca
check, debit & Carolina Card accepted
803-777-9511

Clarie Randall / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

The Honors Council hosted a shag night on the Horseshoe Thursday,
where students gathered to enjoy official dance of the Palmetto State.
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Shuttle service practical start to late night safety
ISSUE
Shuttles will run between
Five Points and campus.
OUR STANCE
It’s not perfect, but a
worthwhile start for USC.
I n response to t he recent
violence in Five Points, USC
is bringing back free shuttles
bet ween campus and t he
popular entertainment district
this weekend.
Service begins at 9:30 p.m.
and will run until 3:30 a.m. on
Friday and Saturday nights.
St udent s c a n boa rd t he
shuttle in the Greek Village,
at the Capstone House, Blatt
P.E. Center, Dodie A nderson
Academic Enrichment Center,
Russell House and the fountain
in Five Points.
O b v i o u s l y, t h e s h u t t l e s
have been added to encourage
reliable, safe transportation to
and from Five Points and to
thin out some of the crowds
t h at g row late at n ight . I n
theory, having fewer people on
the street will discourage crime.
We’re encouraged to see USC
taking a direct step to improve
safety in Five Points and to do
so quick ly after this month’s

shooting.
To t hat end, t here is st ill
much to do.
W h ile t he shut t le ser v ice
is a solid first step in making
Five Points safer, it only serves
a portion of the student body,
benefitting the underclassmen
that live on campus more than
t he uppercla ssmen t hat a re
scattered throughout the city.
Of course, there are cabs to
get you where the shuttle can’t,
including the oft-praised and
hugely popular Carolina Cab
program that was created a few
years ago when ridership on a
shuttle to Five Points slumped.
But its popularity has led to

“USC’s response to
this month’s tragic
shooting reflects an
all-out attitude that
we think is necessary
to achieve a goal we
can all get behind: a
safe Five Points and
a subsequently safe
student body.”

long waits, making the program
impractical for many students
a nd r u ling out it out as t he
reliable mode of transportation.
So while the ret urn of the
shuttles is a good fi rst step, we
think USC should grow the cab
program, too.
Adding drivers to lower wait
times might prove pricey, but
to get st udent s out of Five
Points safely, there’s no need
to reinvent the wheel: Students
like the cab service, so it should
be ex pa nded to bet ter meet
demand.
The good news is t hat t he
ad m i n ist rat ion seems to be
doing what it can to solve a
problem in an area it doesn’t
control directly.
T he shut t le may not be
perfect, but it’s a start, and a
solid one at that.
USC also plans to add
lighting and call boxes between
Fi ve Poi nt s a nd c a mpu s ,
another positive step.
U S C ’s r e s p o n s e t o t h i s
month’s tragic shooting reflects
an all-out attitude that we think
is necessary to achieve a goal we
can all get behind: a safe Five
Points and a subsequently safe
student body.

Video games beneficial to education
Studies reveal their
value as learning tool
St imulat ing t he m inds
of children and t he yout h of
A mer ica is a cha l lenge t hat
p a r e nt s a nd e d u c at or s f ac e
everyday.
Video games are of ten
criticized for violence and other
inappropriate content. However,
our favored media format also
provides a powerful outlet for
children to explore and develop
basic skills such as leadership,
creativity and competition.
While games can be tools for
entertainment, they also provide
the ability to expand the mind.
Ha r va rd Med ica l School
researcher Cher yl Olson
concluded in her study of 1,254
m idd le school ch ild ren t hat
gaming can be used effectively
in the classroom as a form of
applicable learning. She also
noted that the games enhanced
t he st udent s’ leadersh ip and
t he teacher s’ ow n abi l it ie s.
A not her recent st udy fou nd
that online multiplayer games
helped children develop skills
in mediation, persuasion and
motivation.
But that’s not all researchers
have concluded. Gamers who
experience leadership positions
also transform into a t ype of
teacher a nd i nterac t w it h
their peers. One study found

that children who adopted a
position of leadership in their
g a me s were more l i kely to
help fellow classmates in their
studies as well.
St ill, parent s are af raid of
what games are teaching their
children. It doesn’t help that
games like “Dead Space” are
marketed w it h taglines like,
“Your mom will hate this game.”
Hillary Clinton’s mission to ban
games like “Grand Theft Auto”
for its themes of crime, sex and
violence has also encouraged
the media to portray games and
gamers alike wit h an aura of
taboo.
When deciding what material
is appropriate for their child,
parents should consider reading
the ESRB label and listen to
what the retailer says about the
product. In fact, the best way to
understand more about gaming
culture is to play with your kids.
This will give parents a better
u nderstanding of what t heir
kids are playing and what they
are learning. It also provides a
shared activit y that ever yone
can enjoy.
Not a l l g a me s have to be
incredibly violent, either. Some,
l ike “The Legend of Zelda”
and “Portal,” help increase a
child’s ability to problem-solve
and plan. Others, like “Skyrim”
and “The Sims” g ive way to
lots of self-expression. Wit h
options like these, many experts

predict that games will become
a fundamental part of education.
Ch ildren say t hey f ind
educational games to be more
e n g a g i n g a nd e nt e r t a i n i n g
than lectures or presentations.
They also allow for the student
to ex per ience what t hey are
le a r n i n g a nd le a r n how t o
pr ac t ic a l l y appl y t he sk i l l s
taught in real–t ime. It helps
that the Federation of American
Scientists recently cited video
g a me s’ abi l it y to prepa re
worker s for a n i nc rea si ngly
competitive global job market,
praising games t hat promote
strategic thinking, analysis and
plan formulation.
I n ef fect, v ideo games are
more t han just a way to pass
t h e t i m e ; t h e y ’r e a l s o a n
educational tool waiting to be
utilized. Games can be used as
a resource to help enhance the
quality of your relationship with
your family with a hobby that
ever yone can enjoy. Gaming
has been proven to teach skills,
immerse the user in a new world
and enrich the minds of players
everywhere.
— Richard Lipkin, second-year
journalism student

Soup kitchen hypocritical
in decision, behavior
Director lets personal values
interfere with helping the needy
The Spartanburg Soup Kitchen decided
last spring that it would not allow atheists to
volunteer with them.
Lou Landrum, t he k itchen’s director,
pi n ned t he ba r r i ng of at heist s to her
Christian faith and the principles of God.
Now, Upstate At heist s, t he g roup t hat
was denied the opportunity to help at the
kitchen, has decided to set up across the
street to hand out care packages to t he
homeless and impoverished.
I find it interesting that a soup kitchen
based on Christian, godly principles would
turn away volunteers who are
attempting to aid the kitchen in
serving the poor and needy in
their community.
It seems that if this kitchen
was t r uly operat ing on
Christian principles then the
soup kitchen would want to be
able to help as many homeless
Matthew
people as possible.
Demarco
To t h is end, ex t ra ha nds,
Second-year
no matter t heir fait h or lack
exercise science
student
thereof, would be benef icial.
However, in t his instance, it
seems that religious beliefs have
gotten in the way.
Landrum is so focused on only allowing
theists to work at her soup kitchen that she
is unwittingly hurting the homeless that her
kitchen is set up to help.
With more volunteers, her kitchen could
have ser ved more homeless people and
had a bigger impact on the Spartanburg
community, but instead this soup kitchen is
more focused on making a religious point
than actually helping out the people that it
claims to serve.
T h e f a c t t h a t t h i s k it c h e n d e n i e d
volunteers, ridiculed the atheist group and
hurt the community leaves me wondering
which group acted more Christian.
Would Jesus not help someone just because
they were a different religion?
Certainly not, as we see throughout the
Bible. Jesus helps numerous people who are
not his religion or ethnicity.
Would Jesus not help the poor and needy
to make a point?
No, Jesus always focused on helping the
poor, and never made his public work about
himself.
So whether you believe in God or not,
it is clear that this soup kitchen was not
acting on the very principles it claims to be
founded on.

WHAT’S YOUR TAKE?
Do you have an opinion you
want to see voiced in The Daily
Gamecock? Contact
viewpoints@dailygamecock.
com for more information on
submitting regular columns or
letters to the editor.

CONTACT INFORMATION

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p oi nt s p age i s to st i mu l ate
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community. All published
authors are expected to provide logical
arguments to back their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and guest columns should
be submitted via email to editor@
dailygamecock.com. Letters must be
200 to 300 words in length and include
the author’s name, year in school and

area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
columns. Columnists should keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
A ll subm issions become t he
property of The Daily Gamecock and
must conform to the legal standards of
USC Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock,
let us know about it. Email editor@dailygamecock.com
and we will print the correction in our next issue.
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Models strutted their stuff down the runway in recycled fashions using materials like newspaper and plastic bottles in Thursday night’s Reclaimed Runway show.

Eco-friendly fashion
show displays
recycled styles
Katie Cole

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

U S C ’s Fa s h i o n B o a r d a n d
Su st a i n able Ca rol i n a k icked of f
sustainability week with “Reclaimed
Runway,” a presentation of 11 different
designs by students and organizations
using sustainable materials.
The show was meant to inspire
students to think about the effect
they have on the environment and
showcase the creativity that can come
from sustainable materials.
Emceed by Courtland Thomas, the
show started off a bit late, as fashion
shows are notorious for doing.
Thomas introduced the show and
the judges for the evening: Heather
Bauer, director of operations at the
Nickelodeon Theatre on Main Street;

Emily Garnet Sapier, a third-year
tourism management st udent and
model; and McKenzie Baker, graduate
student and graduate assistant for
Fraternity and Sorority Life.
The w in ner of t he show would
receive a spot in USC’s Fashion Week
when the spring runway showcase is
featured.
After the introductions, the designs
began to float down the runway.
The designs were all innovative
and creative, and it was clear that the
designers had fun with the task at
hand.
After an intermission, the models
came out for a fi nale walk, and it was
time for the winners to be announced.
The second runner-up was designed
by Jasm i n Moses, who created a
captivating skirt made out of what
looked to be magazines, and a tube
top with an Asian-inspired fan.
First runner-up was Chih Hsuan
“A ngel” Fa ng, whose desig n was
an unbelievably chic ensemble of a

black short sleeve shirt with mesh
in t he middle and a pleated sk irt
made entirely out of copies of The
Daily Gamecock. She calls Yves Saint
Laurent as one of her inspirations,
and it was apparent in the way that
the outfit was styled, especially with a
black floppy hat as an accessory.
A n d f i n a l l y, t h e w i n n e r w a s
announced, after much anticipation.
A n n e C o l e m a n , a f i r s t- y e a r
m a r k e t i n g s t u d e nt , d e s i g n e d a
gown out of plastic bottles that had
a wonderful train and was worn by
Sarah Grier Thompson, a fourth-year
student at Richard Winn Academy
with previous modeling experience
and aspirations of modeling after high
school.
Colema n sa id she hea rd about
the event through Fashion Board,
of which she is a member. She said
she has always been passionate about
designing and started think ing of
what she could use sustainable to
create a dress.

She settled on water bottles, drew a
design on paper and started hunting
for supplies. She fi rst wanted to use
only blue water bottles, but at WalMart hunting for plastic bottles, she
decided she would incorporate green
as well.
The result was a beautiful color
scheme and great structure.
This is not the fi rst year Sustainable
Carolina has held the event. They did
it on a much smaller scale last year
and asked Fashion Board to help out
this year.
The result was such a hit that there
were no available seats for the show;
students ended up sitting on the floor.
B r i t t a n y Te r r y, a t h i r d - y e a r
fashion merchandising student who is
president of Fashion Board, said that
they tried to get the word out as much
as they could via social media and
both organizations’ contacts.
DG

Tragic story evokes raw emotion
‘Short Term 12’ gives realistic plot marked
by pair of powerful scenes
Jonathan Winchell

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“Short Term 12”
NOW IN THEATERS

Director: Destin Cretton
Starring: Brie Larson, John Gallagher,
Jr., Kaitlyn Dever
Rating: R for language and brief
sexuality
Grace (Brie Larson, “The Spectacular Now,” “Don
Jon”) and her boyfriend, Mason (John Gallagher Jr.,
“The Newsroom”), work at a foster care facility in
“Short Term 12.” All of the youth have dysfunctional
families and emotional problems.
Some of the counselors, like Grace and Mason, were
once in foster homes and had unstable childhoods.
Grace has serious issues connecting with other people,
especially Mason. At the facility, she does form a
bond with a young girl, Jayden (Kaitlyn Dever, “The
Spectacular Now”), who may or may not have been
abused by her father.
The film opens with a new counselor, Nate (Rami
Malek, “The Pacific,” “The Master”), coming to work
at the center. His character is a way of introducing the
center and the children without being overly expository.
“Short Term 12,” the screenwriting and directorial
debut of Destin Cretton, has a docu-drama feel that
makes its performances and dialogue extremely realistic
and powerful. In its most intimate scenes, the film is so
emotionally raw that it is almost hard to watch.
The two most potent scenes show the children
reciting their writing to a counselor. Keith Stanfield,
in his first feature film role, plays Marcus, one of the
oldest teenagers, who is about to leave the center. He
raps lyrics he wrote, and it is all captured in one long
shot. Later in the film, Jayden reads Grace a children’s
story she wrote and illustrated.
It is tragic that these children get dumped at the
center and begin their preteen and teenage years in a
regimented institution. The counselors do their best to
make them feel loved and wanted, but they also have to

Courtesy of shortterm12.com

Brie Larson stars in “Short Term 12” as Grace, a foster care facility worker who deals with her past in a broken
family similar to the children she oversees. Grace struggles to connect with others but does with some residents.
maintain a certain distance. Even if the children’s time
at the center feels like an eternity, it is only a couple of
years out of their lives.
It is a critical time, though, and the short 96-minute
film exposes their pain, anger and frustration. In the
beginning, the film is disheartening, but it is ultimately
exhilarating and life-affirming.
Brie Larson gives a complex performance, making
her character flawed but sympathetic. Sometimes, the
other characters and the audience want to shake her
and tell her to get her life together, but then hug her
and cry with her.
K aitly n Dever possibly gives the f ilm’s best
performance, because she is able to say so much, even
through a character that rarely expresses her feelings.
Jayden, with her repressed emotions and insecurities,
fully encapsulates the state of all the children at the

center.
The fly-on-the-wall aesthetic of the film is created
with handheld shots. At times, the camerawork is too
wobbly for its own good and distracts from the drama.
In the opening scene, Mason tells an embarrassing
story to the other counselors, but the camera is
unnecessarily shaky. Other scenes, like many of those
between the children and the adults, are perfectly shot,
with a light wavering of the camera that builds the
tension of their interactions.
Indie dramas, especially debuts, do not come much
better than this.
Although the subject matter is upsetting, the fi lm
is a fulfilling portrait of youth and young adults that
features some of the most shattering scenes of the year.
DG
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‘Dracula’ offers spooky side of ballet
Halloween favorite premieres
this week in Columbia
Bridget Donovan

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Wit h Halloween right arou nd t he
corner, the Columbia Cit y Ballet has
prepa red a spook y per for m a nce of
“Dracula: Ballet with a Bite.”
The show, which premiered Thursday
n ight , g ive s Colu mbia aud ience s
beautifully terrifying choreography that
adds a modern twist to the classic story.
“Dracula” has become a Halloween
tradition in Columbia, and the ballet has
performed it each October for over 20
years.
Di rector W il l ia m St a r ret t , t he
architect of t his on-stage version of
Dracula, said the plot is based on the
original gothic horror novel written by
Bram Stoker.
However, the plot of this version strays
from the original for a more current
approach.
“If you’ve never seen it, this is the year
to come,” Starrett said. “It contains some
classical passages and dark, hot, sensual
passages as well.”
Award-winning television star Grant
Show, best known for his work on the
Broadway stage and on “Melrose Place,”
is starring as Count Dracula and is a
recent addition to this production.
A lt hou g h t he 32 d a nc e r s of t he
Colu mbia C it y Ba l let have been
rehearsing for about a month, Show was
added to the production a little over a
week ago. Specializing in theater and
television, Show is not a trained dancer
but was chosen for his presence, not his
dance skills.
“I’m a big fan of the book, and I’m
looking forward to using my physicality
on stage in a new way,” Show said in a
release.
Starrett said Show adds dimension,
presence and energy to the performance.
“Dracula: Ballet with a Bite” will be
presented in the Koger Center for the
Arts at 7:30 p.m. from Oct. 24-26.
Courtesy of columbiacityballet.com

DG

Broadway performer Grant Show stars as Count Dracula in the Columbia City Ballet’s annual “Dracula” performance.

WE NEED
NEW
BLOOD.
Student Media is hiring student designers to work for
publish in The Daily Gamecock, Garnet & Black and
their websites. Great opportunity to get experience in
a fast-paced environment and build up your portfolio.
We’re looking for second- or third-year students.
Resume and work samples are required.

www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia/creative-services/
Questions: santanae@mailbox.sc.edu or 803-777-5094

APPLY BY
OCTOBER 31

Russell House, Room 343
803-777-3888
The University of South Carolina is an equal opportunity institution.
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EMPLOYMENT
Guest Service Representative
Looking for hotel/hospitality
experience? The Hampton
Inn on Harbison Blvd. is now
hiring for the Guest Service
Representative position. We
have part-time, full-time,
weekday, weekend, day,
night, and overnight positions
available, with full-time
benefits. Must have a positive,
energetic attitude and a
customer service frame of
mind. Please apply online at
www.qocnc.com
Email jaime.barna@hilton.com
Experienced Personal
Trainers needed
Pt and Ft hours available.
Gym is 1 mile from campus.
Contact Anne Marie for details
803.799.9455.
Email mfulmer44@aol.com

EMPLOYMENT
SC Advocacy Group seeking
part-time employment.
5-10 hrs weekly, $12 an
hour, political science major
preferred. Email resume to
meperretta@gmail.com.

TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 5 Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury
party cruise. Accommodations
on the island at your choice
of thirteen resorts. Appalachia
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018

SERVICES
MassageOnTheMove 4mi>DwnTwn w/ appts@WCola
Studio or OnSite group/event
Stu/Fac20%OFF RegPrice
Details@ MassageMove.com

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Auditions-Columbia Choral
Society Columbia Choral
Society is welcoming
auditions for all voices
for 2013-14 season, in
preparation for a guest
appearance with the SC
Philharmonic, February
8, 2014---”The Russian
Soul.” Please visit www.
columbiachoralsociety.org to
schedule your audition.
Email edson303@bellsouth.net
An Open Mic, Poetic Pearls,
sponsored by Bubble Tea
Cafe’ has opened at two
locations and run every 1st
Tuesday at 1226 Pendleton
Street and every 3rd Tuesday
at 1260 Bower Parkway
(Harbison). Poets, musicians,
and storytellers are welcome.
Contact John Starino at 4638297; www.bubbleteacafe.
com.

PHD • JORGE CHAM

See Yourself Here.

CAMPUS CHANNEL 4
sgtv.sc.edu

THE SCENE

TODAY
CHICK-FIL-A COWTOWBER FALL FESTIVAL
5 p.m., free

HOROSCOPES

Aries

Leo

Sagittarius

You don’t have to win
e ver y s i n g le b at t le .
Your adversar y could
h ave t h i s one . Ne w
opportunities develop.
To discover something
n e w, s t a r t a f a m i l y
conver s at ion w it h a
simple question: “What
do you like about your
life?”

T her e’s a world out
t here, but you may
have to brea k out of
your routine to see it.
Your self-discipline is
admired. Rely on rules
you were taught long
ago. Cash comes in small
amounts. Investigate an
interesting suggestion.

Yo u ’ r e e m p o w e r e d
by the standards
you keep. Act on t he
encou ragement a nd
suggestions by friends
to make you r place
more comfortable. Act
responsibly, and gain
respect. Make it f u n,
a nd i nv ite t hem to
celebrate the results.

Taurus

The time is right for
learning and teaching.
C on s ider E i n s t ei n’s
words: “It is t he
supreme ar t of t he
teacher to awaken joy
in creative expression
and knowledge.” Your
g o o d wo rk le a d s t o
more assignments.

Gemini

Stop worr y ing about
t he money a nd get
busy making it instead.
D o y o u r ho me wo rk
and get fart her t han
expected. Take a walk
in nature or around the
block. Even a short trip
refreshes. Breathe it in.

Cancer

You’re powerf ul, and
you have the resources.
Look around and
appreciate the bounty.
Contribute to savings.
B a c k u p y o u r id e a s
w it h pr ac t ic a l d at a.
Sweet talk does its job.
Shower someone with
love.

Virgo

Don’t despair if at fi rst
you don’t succeed. It’ll
probably take more than
one try. You can handle
it with some help from
friends. Ask an expert to
review the plans. More
work get s prom ised.
Saddle up and ride.

Libra

K eep you r objec t ive
i n m i n d . D o n’t a s k
what others can do for
you, but what you can
do for ot her s. New
assignments come in.
Provide encouragement
to the team. Discover a
treasure in with all the
trash.

Scorpio

Tr a v e l i s a d i s t i n c t
possibilit y. Upcoming
surprises could lead to
wonderful adventures.
A dream shows you a
c r e at i v e p o s s ib i l it y.
Draw upon h idden
resources, or get back
what you loaned out.
Ta l k about what you
want.

BEBO NORMAN
7:30 p.m., $15
St. Andrews Presbyterian Church,

Chick-fil-A, 7424
Garners Ferry Road

6952 St. Andrews Road

TOMORROW
SARAH KEE GUTHRIE & JOHNNY IRION
8 p.m., $15
Conundrum Music Hall, 626 Meeting
St.

COLUMBIA’S HOTTEST TATTOO CONTEST
8 p.m. to midnight, $5
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.

Capricorn

T h e r e ’s m o r e t h a n
enough to be done.
You’re probably going
to need someone’s help.
Working together is a
learning experience. Pay
back a favor, or call one
in. Your psychic senses
are enhanced, so listen.

Aquarius

There’s plenty of work.
Keep focused and
steady for low-st re ss
product iv it y. You can
handle it. You’re looking
good, so it’s no surprise
that they’re saying nice
things about you. Make
sm a r t dec ision s, a nd
rake in the cash.

Pisces

You’re beloved. G ain
assistance from a wise
admirer. There’s no need
to feel over whelmed,
even if you’re tempted
to. It doesn’t serve you.
Wash off the dust, stand
tall and pu ll for ward
towards your objective.
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For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

10/25/13

ACROSS
1 In secret
8 Picks up slowly
14 Staunch
15 Tank top?
16 Divine dinner
17 Bergman of ﬁlm
18 Pricey order from
a butcher
19 Caldecott Medal
winner __ Jack
Keats
21 Tropical cousin of
the raccoon
22 Capital of
Lithuania?
23 1971 Matthau
ﬁlm directed by
Jack Lemmon
25 “__War”: Shatner
series
26 One involved in
litigation
28 Hard times
30 Parenthetical
passage
32 Sommelier, often
33 Pitchman’s
pitches
35 Became less
ardent
36 Aesop character,
usually
37 Skunk cabbage
and jack-in-thepulpit,
e.g.
38 Much-devalued
holding, in
modern lingo
40 Yorkshire river
44 Rule, in Rouen
45 Overpromoted
46 Common URL
ﬁnish
47 Cub Scouts pack
leader
49 Stem-to-branch
angle
51 Radiohead
frontman Yorke
52 Eat one’s words
54 Pervasiveness
56 ’90s Seattle-born
music style
57 Lively musical
passages
58 Regard
59 Plays for a fool
DOWN
1 Ornamental
gilded bronze
2 Developed, in a
way

3 Fork-tailed bird
4 Original network
of “Fraggle Rock”
5 Unnamed
alternative
6 Radio game
show with a
panel of gifted
children
7 Apricot-like
shade
8 Hatchback with a
TSI engine
9 Home of
counterculture?
10 Logical term
11 Sculptor’s
framework
12 Put in order
13 Person in a
picket line
14 Raconteur’s
repertoire
20 Justice Dept.
bureau
24 Lame excuse
27 “Spider-Man”
director Sam
28 Female poet
known to friends
as “Vincent”
29 Oral Roberts
University site
31 Dramatic
transformation
33 Plays for a fool

For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com

or download our
app!

34 Halle Berry’s
hairstyle
35 Like a good
witness
36 Not in custody
37 Like some
spore
reproduction
39 Place for a rest
cure
41 Suzuki of the
Mariners
42 Act the
cheerleader
43 Winged
statuettes

48 Swim meet
division
50 Reader’s Digest
co-founder
Wallace
51 Harbor vessels
53 President
pro __
55 Logical letters
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Your
1st Place
iPad Mini

WHO DO YOU THINK
IS THE BEST?
Cast your vote for
a chance to win!

T OF
S
E
B

2nd Place
Under Armour
Prize Pack

3rd Place
$100 Gift Certificate
to Cowboy Brazilian
Steakhouse
Voting runs through December 2nd. Results will be published in a special issue of
The Daily Gamecock February 26th. Winners will be announced December 4th.
Download The Daily Gamecock app or go to www.dailygamecock.com to fill out the survey!
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THE
SURPRISE
OF THE

EAST

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Linebacker Marcquis Roberts (21) said he knew Missouri could compete in the SEC. The Tigers , ranked No. 5 nationally, are 7-0 this season after going 5-7 last year.

Missouri on top of division
after notching just 2 SEC
wins last season

A

Kyle Heck

KHECK@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

t
t h e
beginning of
t he s e a s on ,
the game
i n M issou r i
was just a
blip between
road games at
Arkansas and
Te n n e s s e e ,
t wo places
t hat Sout h
Carolina has
historically struggled to succeed at.
Now, the Gamecocks first trip to
Columbia, Mo. will be the biggest game
of the season so far for the team.
A win and South Carolina remains in
the picture for a SEC East division title.
A loss and they are all but eliminated.
“Missouri is the team that I guess has
caught everybody off guard a little bit,”
coach Steve Spurrier said. “They weren’t
picked to win the east and yet they have
a two game lead on all of us right now.
They’ve beaten Florida and Georgia
obviously and they’re in pretty good
shape.”
While the Tigers may have caught
everybody by surprise the first half of the
season, everyone knows about them now.
Missouri is ranked No. 5 in the initial
BCS Standings and has an unblemished
7-0 record.
South Carolina and Missouri have
faced each other three times and only
once in the regular season. That was a
31-10 Gamecock win at Williams-Brice
last season. The Tigers came away with
wins in both of the bowl matchups to
take the 2-1 series lead.
For many players, this is the first time
they have been to Missouri and for some,
the first time that they have learned
about the Tigers.
“I didn’t really know much about
( M i s s o u r i f o o t b a l l ) ,” f r e s h m a n
linebacker Skai Moore said. “This week
will be my first week watching any type
of film on them ... so this is my first week
really getting to know about the Tigers.”
Spurrier said he spoke to his team a
little bit about the importance of this
game, so they know what’s at stake.
The Gamecocks are trying to regroup
from a devastating 23-21 last-second loss

to Tennessee last week. However, the
team knows that they can’t think about
the past.
“We didn’t play quite our best last
week,” Spurrier said. “Our offense
probably had its worst game of the year
but give Tennessee credit for playing
some dang good defense. We turned it
over a couple of times and didn’t get any
and they won the game. But that one is
history.”
Mistakes, particularly on special
teams and defense, finally came back
to bite the Gamecocks against the
Volunteers. South Carolina has had its
share of close calls this season, with five
of the seven games it has played being
decided by 11 points or less.
But sometimes the breaks don’t come
your way in close games and this past
Saturday was a result of that.
“One or two plays caused us to lose,”
Spurrier said. “We’ve won some games
(like Tennessee) this year. We have
flirted with disaster several times and it
worked out for us. But it didn’t work out
the last game.”
T he G a mecock s c a n i l l-af ford
another slow start against the Tigers,
particularly in an environment that
will be rocking thanks to the newfound
success Missouri has had this season.

Despite the Tigers quick rise to fame,
players and coaches aren’t surprised that
Missouri is where it is.
“They always had the talent to do it,
they were just getting used to the SEC,”
sophomore linebacker Marcquis Roberts
said.
Spurrier added that Missouri has
“really come around this year.”
Tigers coach Gary Pinkel, who is
in his 13th year at Missouri, has used
his recent successful recruiting class to
bring the team to where they are now.
Wide receiver Dorial Green-Beckham,
who was t he No. 1 recr uit in t he
nation a couple of years ago, is a major
contributor to the Tiger offense with 451
receiving yards and four touchdowns.
And while starting quarterback James
Franklin is out, backup freshman Maty

“ It’s a game that’s going to decide
if we’re in the division hunt or not.
Simple as that.”
— Steve Spurrier

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Linebacker Skai Moore (10) said he didn’t know much about Missouri before the Gamecocks started preparing for them this week.

USC MISSOURI
at

Mauk has come in and proved he is more
than capable of leading the team.
Mauk threw for nearly 19,000 yards
in his four years of high school and
accounted for 278 total touchdowns
before taking a redshirt year last season.
In his first start against Florida, Mauk
threw for 295 yards and recorded one
touchdown and one interception.
So while both teams are without their
starting quarterbacks, both also have
reliable backups.
Due to t he circu mstances, t h is
weekend’s game is one that will make or
break South Carolina’s season.
“It’s a game that’s going to decide
if we’re in the division hunt or not,”
Spurrier said. “Simple as that.”

OCT.
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AROUND THE SEC

Top-ranked Alabama prepares for UT
Texas A&M tries to get
back on track this week
against Vanderbilt
Salvatore Costa

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Tennessee @ No. 1 Alabama,
Sat. 3:30 p.m., CBS
T h e Te n n e s s e e Vo l u n t e e r s ,
coming off their 23-21 upset victory
over Sout h Carolina, head to
Bryant-Denny Stadium to take on
powerhouse Alabama. The Crimson
Tide hold a 7-0 record (4-0 SEC), and
unfortunately for Tennessee, Alabama
will present an even greater challenge
than the Gamecocks. Alabama senior
quarterback AJ McCarron has led a
well-coached Crimson Tide offense
that scores nearly 41 points per game.
McCarron and sophomore tailback
T.J. Yeldon have found a balance this
year, and Tennessee does not pose any
threat to it this Saturday. Having said
that, the Volunteers’ senior running
back Rajion Neal has run with force
this year, gaining over 100 yards in
three games this season. Against South
Carolina, Neal gave junior quarterback
Justin Worley enough room to deliver
the ball to his wide-outs. If Tennessee
wishes to survive this Saturday, the
Volunteers will call on Neal to carry a
big load.
Va nderbilt @ No. 16 Texas
A&M, Sat. 12:21 p.m., ESPN3
As Vanderbilt gets ready to walk onto
Kyle Field, the question remains: Can
Texas A&M sophomore quarterback
Johnny Manziel play, and if he does, how
effective will he be? Against Auburn last
Saturday, the former Heisman Trophy
winner was taken out and then put back
in. Manziel played well after coming
back into the ball game, completing
all seven of his passing attempts, but
afterwards, he told the media that when
he was throwing the balls, his shoulder
was feeling the effects. The Aggies lost
their contest 45-41 and will now look to
right the ship against a Vanderbilt team
that knocked off Georgia last Saturday.

Courtesy of MCT Campus

After knocking off then-No. 11 South Carolina, Tennessee travels to Tuscaloosa looking to do the same against No. 1 Alabama.
The Commodores’ sophomore tailback
Jerron Seymour scored twice on the
Bulldog defense and was able to find
holes to run for solid yards. If Manziel
is unable to go, Vanderbilt could be
sitting in the driver seat, ready to
deliver another upset to a top-ranked
SEC program.
F l o r i d a A t l a n t i c @ No. 11
Auburn, Sat. 7:30 p.m., ESPN3
Some experts and many analysts
are not impressed with the Auburn
Tigers. Wit h narrow v ictories in
almost every contest this season, the
Tigers find themselves ranked 11th
in the country, with yet another easy
opponent coming into Jordan-Hare
Stadium on Saturday. In an impressive
45-41 victory over Texas A&M, the
Tigers found a weakness in the Aggies’
defense and exposed it time in and time
out. If Auburn hands Florida Atlantic a

loss this Saturday, the Tigers have an
easy road until they play Alabama in the
famous “Iron Bowl.”
Furman @ No. 13 LSU Sat. 7
p.m. ESPN3
After a disappointing loss at the hands
of the Ole Miss Rebels, LSU takes the
field again to correct its mistakes this
weekend against Furman. LSU comes
back to Tiger Stadium to show fans
that all is well in LSU country and they
are ready for their big SEC matchup
with the No. 1 Alabama Crimson Tide
next Saturday. Furman simply does not
have enough talent around the field to
cover and keep up with the players of
LSU. The Tigers are stronger, quicker
and more athletic than Furman and
should not have any problems scoring
touchdowns and putting this win in the
books early.

Idaho @ Ole Miss, Sat. 7:30
p.m., ESPN3
Ole Miss got a much-needed victory
last Saturday against well-respected
LSU. After dropping three straight to
Alabama, Auburn and Texas A&M,
the Rebels ended a tough four-game
stretch with an impressive win over
t he Tigers. Now, Idaho comes to
Vaught-Hemingway Stadium to match
up with the on-the-rise SEC program.
Although all SEC hopes are fi nished,
Ole Miss will look to add to its record
and improve its bowl stock. Idaho has
not performed well this year, only
recording one win in seven contests.
The Rebels’ junior quarterback Bo
Wallace should be able to march his
offense down the field with ease and
give the home crowd something to
cheer for.

Let’s face it...

DEALS
@TDGDeals

Coupon Book

...the Web can be a risky place.

October is

Cyber-Security
Awareness Month
Criminals can easily thumb through your pictures.
They can easily ﬁnd your friends.
If you’re not careful, they can thumb through your bank
account too. This October, join the nation in observing
Cyber-Security Awareness Month.
Pledge to learn more about the issues surrounding
Cyber-Security, so you can keep yourself safer online.
For more info on how to
protect yourself, visit:
uts.sc.edu/itsecurity

This message brought to you by:

wusc.sc.edu
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AROUND THE NATION

UCLA, Oregon meet in pivotal battle
Oregon State hopes to upset
No. 6 Stanford at home
Salvatore Costa

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

No. 12 UCLA @ No. 3 Oregon, Sat. 7 p.m.,
ESPN/WatchESPN
W hen t hey hear “Oregon Duck s,” people
immediately think of the offense, and for good
reason. However, the Ducks have been successful
on the opposite side of the ball this year, too.
Oregon leads the Pac-12 in points against, only
allowing 17.3 points per contest, and have also
recorded 20 sacks, which is third best in the Pac12 this season. UCLA sophomore quarterback
Bret t Hu nd le y is u sed to bei ng sacked or
pressured by defenses. When asked by reporters
if he thought Oregon would bring more pressure
against Hundley, he responded confidently, “Only
enough to make us uncomfortable.” In what some
think could be Oregon’s toughest game to date,
the Ducks will have to contain Hundley and not
allow him to throw the ball around the field. If
any team could knock off the impressive Ducks,
the UCLA Bruins have the upside and talent to
do so.
Penn State @ No. 4 Ohio State Sat. 8 p.m.
ABC
Fol low i ng a clo se 34 -24 v ic tor y ag a i n st
unranked Iowa, Ohio State head coach Urban
Meyer told t he media t his week he st ressed
defense in practice preparing for Penn State. It
is no surprise that Ohio State junior quarterback
Braxton Miller runs a talented, fast-paced offense
that can score quickly. Miller leads an offense that
is ranked seventh among FBS teams, scoring 45
points per contest. However, in Ohio State’s last
three games, the defense has allowed an average

of 26 points scored against, a statistic Meyer says
is unacceptable. Ohio State will need both sides
of the ball to play up to their level if the Buckeyes
wish to move past t he Nittany Lions. Penn
State has looked competitive this season, and
following a four-overtime game with then-No.
18 Michigan, freshman quarterback Christian
Hackenberg will look to continue his stellar play
and knock off another ranked opponent.
No. 6 Stanford @ No. 25 Oregon State, Sat.
10:30 p.m., ESPN/WatchESPN
Attention college football fans: Oregon State
junior quarterback Sean Mannion has thrown 29
touchdowns in seven games this season (roughly
four a game). Many do not know who Mannion is
or know much about the Beavers. Here are some
quick facts for you: Oregon State leads the FBS in
passing yards (442.1 yards per game) and is ranked
No. 9 in points scored (44.1 points per game). The
defense is suspect at times, but with Mannion
throwing touchdowns at ease, the Beavers have
not come too close to losing games. On the other
side, Stanford handled its business last Saturday
against UCLA after a disappointing loss to Utah
the week prior. Cardinal junior quarterback Kevin
Hogan led his team to a 24-10 win over a tough
UCLA team. Hogan and the Cardinal defense
will be on their toes in this one, and the defense
will try to contain Mannion as much as possible.
The week before Stanford and Oregon face off in
a game that will decide the season for the Ducks,
Stanford will need to fi nd a way to avoid upset
against a talented Beaver team.
No. 9 Clemson @ Maryland, Sat. 3:30
p.m., ESPN/WatchESPN
The Clemson Tigers were brought back to
reality last Saturday when No. 2 Florida State
delivered the Tigers a 51-14 beating in Death
Valley. Simply put, Clemson senior quarterback

GAMEDAY 411
WHERE:

THE LINE: Missouri is favored by

WHEN:

SERIES: Missouri leads 2-1, with
South Carolina’s first win coming
last season.

Faurot Field/Memorial
Stadium in Columbia, Mo. (capacity
of 71,004)

Kickoﬀ is scheduled for 7
p.m. eastern time on Saturday.

TELEVISION: The game will be
nationally televised on ESPN2, with
Joe Tessitore handling the play-byplay duties and Matt Millen doing
color analysis. The sideline reporter
will be Maria Taylor.
RADIO: Locally, the game will be
broadcast on 107.5 FM. Todd Ellis
will handle the play-by-play duties,
while Tommy Suggs will be the
color analyst. Langston Moore will
be the sideline correspondent. The
game will also be on Sirius channel
111 and XM channel 198.
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Returning to the field
Saturday will be junior
f ree safet y K adet r i x
Marcus, who was the
latest Gamecock to feel
the impact of college
football’s new targeting
rule.
Marcus was ejected for
a helmet-to-helmet hit
early in the first quarter
against Tennessee, and
Spurrier said that after
watching t he tape of
the play, the rule was
implemented correctly.
Spu r r ier added t h at
making the game safer
is of paramount concern.
A win in Saturday’s
matchup w it h t he
Tigers will keep South
C a r ol i n a ’s hop e s of
reaching t he SEC
championship game for
the first time since 2010
alive, but a loss would
prove devastating for the
program’s chances.
“That’s the reason you
play the game,” Brown
said. “The chance to step
into an arena against a
really good football team
on a really big stage, you
know that you’ll have
to make plays and make
tackles and things of that
nature. So it’s absolutely
a big-time opportunity
for us.”

2.5 points over the Gamecocks.

W E AT H E R :

The forecast in
Columbia, Mo., on Saturday calls
for partly cloudy skies with a high
temperature of 62 degrees and a
low of 30. There is no chance for
rain, and winds will be out of the
west at 14 mph.

LAST MEETING: South Carolina

defeated the Tigers 31-10 last
season at Williams-Brice stadium.
The two teams have never played
at Missouri.

Tajh Boyd did not play up to his standards.
The veteran quarterback completed only 17 of
his 37 pass attempts and turned the ball over
twice, both by interception. His opponent this
weekend knows about getting beaten badly by
the Seminoles all too well, after FSU devoured
the Terrapins 63-0 earlier this season. Maryland,
who had high hopes after going 4-0 to open the
season, lost to a poor Wake Forest team last
Saturday, 34-10. The defense has lost its “mojo”
and doesn’t seem to have the quickness analysts
saw in the early going. In a game where both
teams need a win, Clemson will be on upset alert
against the angry, disappointed Terrapins.
No. 10 Texas Tech @ No. 15 Oklahoma,
Sat. 3:30 p.m., FOX
In this Big-12 showdown, the quick, talented
aerial attack of Texas Tech matches up against one
of college football’s best secondaries. Texas Tech
freshman quarterback Davis Webb has played
superb while filling in for injured quarterback
Baker May f ield. Webb has gone t wo games
throwing 50-plus passes for over 400 yards and
at least t wo touchdowns. With talented wide
receivers, the Red Raiders have the No. 2 ranked
passing attack in college football. On the other
side, the Oklahoma Sooners’ secondary is one of
the best in the country. Their speedy, physical
cornerbacks disrupt wide-out routes and force
error throws from opposing quarterbacks. Their
abilit y to def lect passes and sometimes cause
turnovers may have Webb hesitating at times to
throw those long deep passes that Texas Tech
loves to score on. Expect a hard-fought contest in
this one and one that could feature a lot of scoring
and turnovers.

Check out our fashion blog:

on dailygamecock.com
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BEHIND ENEMY LINES
FIVE QUESTIONS WITH JACOB BOGAGE,
SPORTS EDITOR, THE MANEATER
1. Both teams’ quarterback situations are
eerily similar. Both starters are out with
injuries, but both teams have backups that
are capable of fi lling in. How impressed
was Missouri with the performance that
Maty Mauk put on against Florida , and
was it better than anticipated?
You could say it was better than anticipated.
Coach Gary Pinkel said after the game he gave
Mauk a hug and told him he was proud of him,
but not impressed. I guess Pinkel saw something
in Maty that the rest of Mizzou Nation didn’t.
That said, Mauk put up gaudy numbers in high
school, so I suppose he could get away with
airing it out against any defense.
2. E ver yone outside of Missouri is
sur prised by the fact that the Tigers
a re leading the S E C E ast as we nea r
November, but I’m assuming the people
closest to Mizzou knew this could
happen. With that being said, what is
the atmosphere like around Columbia
concerning the No. 5 Tigers?
That would be a poor assumption. People
thought the Tigers would be headed back to a
bowl game, but the SEC East crown? You’re
kidding me. Columbia (Mo.) is buzzing about
this team. This is a football town and the home
of homecoming. People are walking on clouds.

3. The Tigers have already knocked off
Georgia and F lorida, and with a win
over South Carolina, they would almost
guarantee themselves the SEC East title.
So how important is this game against the
Gamecocks? Would it be safe to assume
that there hasn’t been one as important as
this in quite some time?
I n terms of t he SEC East t it le, not t hat
important. Even if Mizzou loses to USC, if
the Gamecocks drop a single East game (and
remember, they still play a talented Florida
team), the Tigers take the East. Plus Mizzou
still has two more East games after this Saturday
against conference bottom-dwellers Tennessee
and Kentucky.
4. What do you think has been the key to
this 7-0 start for the Tigers , and do you
think Mizzou will be able to handle all
of the sudden attention they are getting
after shooting up to No. 5 in the BCS and
AP polls?
Probably the element of surprise. Mizzou
wasn’t supposed to be here. Players say the team’s
goal coming into the season was making a bowl
game; now, it’s to run the table. The defense
might be the best in the conference, and the
Tigers have takeaways in their last 37 games —
the longest streak in the BCS. Quarterback play
has been off the charts. No one expected this out
of Missouri, and it might be too little too late for
the rest of the conference to catch up.

has to deal with Jadeveon Clowney. Last
week, Tennessee left one man on him for
a large part of the game, and the junior
responded with five tackles, including
2.5 for loss, and he was constantly in the
backfield. How do you think Missouri will
handle Clowney, and has there been a lot
of talk surrounding him this week?
The media have really been the only ones
talking about Clowney. Pinkel discussed him
a little bit at media day and so did center Evan
Boehm, but otherwise, the game plan doesn’t
seem to be changing too much. I think Mizzou’s
up-tempo spread will neutralize Clowney (we’ve
all seen his conditioning or lack thereof ). Look
for offensive coordinator Josh Henson to air
the ball out in the fi rst half and run hard in the
second. The Tigers’ trio of tailbacks — Henry
Josey, Russell Hansbrough and Marcus Murphy
— are all healthy this week.
Prediction: Missouri Tigers 42, South
Carolina Gamecocks 24
I picked against the Tigers at Georgia and paid
for it. At home against Florida, too. Not this
time. Maty Mauk wins the quarterback battle
over Dylan Thompson by leaps and bounds, in
part because Thompson spends a good quarter
of the game on the ground and turns the ball
over twice. Clowney tires by mid-third quarter,
and Josey runs it down the Gamecocks’ gullet.
When it’s all said and done, Mizzou will have its
season on cruise control, and USC will lose its
top-25 ranking.

5. Everyone who faces South Carolina

Saturday event offers up to 4 loyalty points
This weekend, South Carolina
students will have an opportunity
to earn four important loyalty
points.
The universit y is holding a
tip-off tailgate party at Colonial
Life Arena for both men’s and
women’s basketball on Saturday
beginning at 5:30 p.m.
Fr a n k M a r t i n a n d D a w n
Staley’s teams will scrimmage
a nd s ig n autog r aph s b efore
a watch part y for the football
team’s game at Missouri at 7.

There will also be free food at
the event.
St udents will automatically
get t wo points for attending,
and if 2,000 students show up,
everyone will get two more. In
addition, the fi rst 2,000 students
will get a free T-shirt with the
name of the new student section,
which will be revealed at t he
party.
Five of the fi rst 500 students
will be chosen to have lunch with
Martin and Athletic Director

NEWS

MIX

SPORTS

VIEWPOINTS

TWITTER

WEATHER

Ray Tanner. One student out
of the first 1,000 will have the
opportunity to be “coach for a
day,” one of the fi rst 1,500 will
receive $200 of Under Armour
apparel, a nd one of t he f irst
2,000 will get a framed men’s or
women’s basketball jersey.
Finally, one student will have
the chance to make a half-court
shot for a prize of $10,000.
— Compiled by Kyle Heck, Sports
Editor
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Defense faces big test in Missouri

Jeﬀrey Davis / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Linebacker Marcquis Roberts (21) said that while the South Carolina defense had a pretty good game last week, they need to keep getting better as the season progresses.

Redshirt freshman Mauk
leading high-flying Tiger team
Danny Garrison

DGARRISON@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

In the early moments of last weekend’s tough loss
at Tennessee, No. 21 South Carolina’s defense looked
more like a force to be reckoned with than it had all
season.
But the 23 points the unit allowed proved to be
too much in the end, and coach Steve Spurrier said
that when the Gamecocks line up against a No. 5
Missouri team that scores 44.3 points per game, they
will need to play their best game of the year.
“Their offense has been outstanding,” Spurrier
said. “They’ve done some really good recruiting there
at Missouri, which you have to do if you’re going to
be a top team.”
The South Carolina defense allowed its thirdfewest points of the season in last weekend’s losing
effort, giving the unit a reason to be optimistic
despite the loss. But redshirt sophomore linebacker
Marcquis Roberts said the defense is far from where

it would like to be.
“We had a pretty good game last week,” Roberts
said. “But it wasn’t good enough, so we’ve got to keep
getting better.”
While the Volunteers’ offense proved formidable,
the offensive unit South Carolina will face in the
other Columbia this week will make the task of
getting better a tall order.
When the Tigers’ star quarterback, senior James
Franklin, injured his shoulder in a win over Georgia,
Missouri’s future looked bleak.
But redshirt freshman Maty Mauk dazzled in his
first career start last week against Florida, throwing
for 295 yards and a touchdown and adding another
score on the ground.
Despite the change in quarterback for the Tigers,
Spurrier doesn’t think the Missouri offense will look
much different than it did with Franklin under center.
“I think they’re running their offense with this
young man, who’s a very good player, Maty Mauk,”
Spurrier said. “He’s a very good player, and they
throw it down the field.”
The receivers down the field are an intimidating
bunch in their own right. The unit is headlined by the

class of 2012’s No. 1 recruit, Dorial Green-Beckham,
at wide receiver along with L’Damian Washington,
who is tied for the ninth-most receiving touchdowns
in the nation.
As secondary coach Grady Brown prepares his
defensive backfield for a Missouri receiving corps
with a serious size advantage, he is stressing the
importance of playing tough to his cornerbacks and
safeties.
“It’s really mental. I don’t think we can teach
anything differently,” Brown said. “We can’t go into
the game playing timid or anything like that. You just
have to have a mental edge.”
The only significant injury in Brown’s secondary is
redshirt freshman Chaz Elder. The strong safety was
inactive for the Tennessee game and is questionable
for Saturday’s contest.
The South Carolina defensive line is slightly more
banged up, as junior Kelcy Quarles and redshirt
sophomore Gerald Dixon are uncertain after they
sustained injuries last weekend.
DEFENSE • B3

BY THE TIME
TODAY’S PAPER
BECOMES
YESTERDAY’S NEWS,
YOUR DONATIONS
WILL HAVE HELPED
HOW TO LIVE UNITED: CREATE NEW JOBS.
JOIN HANDS. OPEN YOUR HEART.
LEND YOUR MUSCLE. FIND YOUR VOICE.

GIVE 10%. GIVE 100%. GIVE 110%.
GIVE AN HOUR. GIVE A SATURDAY.

THINK OF WE BEFORE ME.
REACH OUT A HAND TO ONE
AND INFLUENCE THE CONDITION OF ALL.

GIVE. ADVOCATE. VOLUNTEER.

LIVE UNITED

™

Want to make a difference? Help create opportunities for everyone in your community. United Way
is creating real, lasting change where you live, by focusing on the building blocks of a better life–
education, income and health. That’s what it means to Live United. For more, visit LIVEUNITED.ORG.

DONATE STUFF.
CREATE JOBS.
TO FIND YOUR NEAREST DONATION CENTER,
GO TO GOODWILL.ORG
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OFFENSE

Thompson in charge of offense this weekend
Elliott says Missouri
defensive line best he’s
seen in long time
Tanner Abel

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The talk all week on t he Sout h
Carolina offense has been the injury
to South Carolina senior quarterback
Connor Shaw.
His sprained knee looks like it will
keep him out against M issouri on
Saturday, but head coach Steve Spurrier
said there is a chance that Shaw will
dress for the game.
Quarterbacks coach G.A. Mangus
said after Wednesday’s practice that
Shaw was throwing the ball around
a little bit. Mangus said that nothing
surprises him about Shaw’s ability to
overcome injuries and that if he makes
large strides in his healing, he may be
used as an emergency backup.
If Shaw does not suit up, redshirt
freshman Brendan Nosovitch took a
number of reps in practice this week
and will come in if needed.
Stepping into Shaw’s place as the
s t a r t er i s re d s h i r t j u n ior D y l a n
Thompson.
This is far from his first time out. He
beat Clemson on the road last season
and also came into the game to beat
Michigan in the Outback Bowl on a lastminute touchdown pass. The pressure
of winning this game against a top-five
opponent to keep the Gamecocks in the
SEC East race does not faze him.
“In the big scheme of things, it’s not
too big,” Thompson said. “You got to
take it for what it is and roll with it. I’m
just excited for the opportunity.”
T homp s o n ac k nowle dg e d t h at
Missouri has a very talented defense, but
said he looks forward to the challenge of
facing it.
“I think this defensive line is probably
the best I’ve seen on tape in a long, long
time,” said offensive line coach Shawn
Elliott. “They’re quick; they’re fast;
they’re relentless. Just based on their

Olivia Barthel / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Junior quarterback Dylan Thompson will be making his first start this season for the Gamecocks against No. 5 Missouri.
stats alone, they scare you; you don’t
have to turn on the film.”
T hose st at s repre sent t he be st
defense in the SEC, as the Tigers lead
the conference with 23 sacks and 14
interceptions.
Re d s h i r t s e n ior def e n s i ve e nd
Michael Sam is one of the main players
responsible for Missouri’s attractive
defensive statistics. He leads the Tigers
with nine sacks and 13 tackles for loss.
South Carolina redshirt junior guard
A.J. Cann said Sam’s abilities to get off
the ball and speed rush have led to his
success.
Sam’s partner on the edge, redshirt
junior Kony Ealy, is no slouch either,
as he is second on the Tigers with 3.5
sacks. The two pass rushers will make

life difficult for the Gamecock offensive
line.
Some good news for South Carolina
is that senior right guard Ronald Patrick
is expected to return after missing the
Tennessee game with an ankle injury.
He will be key in helping redshirt
f resh ma n center Clay ton Stad n ik
identify all the stunts and twists that
Missouri’s defense has made a name
with the past few years.
Another key figure in stopping the
Tigers’ pass rush is sophomore running
back Mike Davis. Davis leads the SEC
and is sixth in the nation with 879
rushing yards and 10 touchdowns.
If Davis can get going early, it could
take some pressure off Thompson and
help get the quarterback into a rhythm.

S p u r r i e r s a i d t h e o f f e n s e ’s
performance against Tennessee was
probably the worst of the year. He
added that the team needs to mix up its
plays on offensive to stay on the field
this weekend.
W h at e v e r t he f i n a l g a m e p l a n
is offensively, it all comes back to
Thompson.
If he comes in and plays like he
did against Clemson last season, he
could lead the Gamecocks to an upset.
Thompson’s quarterbacks’ coach has a
lot of faith in him to get the job done.
“Dylan always gets himself ready like
he’s the starter,” Mangus said. “That’s
why I don’t worry about Dylan; he’ll be
ready to roll.”
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